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the portable surface pen can be used with the surface pro and surface laptop in addition to the surface book 2 to draw, sketch, write, and annotate. for easy-to-
use virtual desktop and 2-in-1 experiences, you can now use it with the surface book 2 at home and at the office. browse, work, play, learn, and binge watch

anywhere on a high-res 10.5 pixelsense touchscreen with adjustable kickstand. our most portable surface pc is optimized fornote-taking, sketching, and touch
withwindows 11, and is an outstanding 2-in-1 value that can replace both your tablet and laptop. available with optional lte advanced1for hassle-free connectivity.
my name is michel and i am a site engineer in the field of public works. as you know, digging can be cumbersome considering that you can hit at any time a pipe /

part of the network. i already have a software which maps out the networks (water, gas, telecom etc) but i am searching for a software which enables me map
those network on actual satellite maps. those networks are complex since they spread over different layers of soil placed on top of each other. could you please

advise me on 3-4 software gis which would be appropriate for piping + telecom underground network mapping the golden software surfer 11 portable is my
favorite gis software. it has all of the features of surfer plus some additional features like time-series analysis. the workflow is also ideal for a "non-gis" user. i

would recommend it to anyone who is looking for a gis solution that is easy to learn and use.
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emacspeak is the best emacs alternative. it is built and optimized by developers for developers, it is clear, and well documented. i have used it for at least six
years to do my job. chris smith, developer frightening good at what it does and how it does it. it is easy to use, quick to learn, intuitive, and powerful. whether

you’re writing code or creating documents, you’ll be up and running with just a few keystrokes. we are extremely pleased with the purchase of our surfacenein.
both our office and production teams are constantly challenged with keeping up with the fast-paced enterprise way of doing business. we decided to solve this by

introducing them to our surfacenein, which takes everything to the next level. they absolutely love it! before surfacenein we were living in a jungle of different
(none working) software and trying to figure out how we could cut our number of machines and still keep up with the new ways of doing business. when we

decided to make the switch to surfacenein, we knew that we would get the same great functions as in co-branded surfacenein, but at less cost and probably, more
importantly, within the time we had budgeted. we used office 2016 for about 6 months for a small business. when we tried to move to office 2019 version, we
found that we needed to make the purchase of office 2019 version on our surface pro devices, which will be sold to clients. my software is what i love most. it

allows me to give people a complete map with real information that they will always be able to understand. thanks to the help of my team, i have developed a tool
to convert satellite data into pseudo-real 3d models. it helps me and my clients to build databases from 3d map models. the models can even be converted into
several formats such as shapefile, svg, geojson, etc. most importantly, the models are editable and the users can interact with their environment using the 3d

models as a “tab”. i also have a tool to export the models in several formats such as jpg, josm, etc. for every project, i also have a tool to export some information
of the map, based on the style i want. for example, i have built up a database with a lot of information, based on the real data i have and i have built with the help

of my team a map and database of methane gas in the south of france. 5ec8ef588b
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